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“The High-Intensity Motion Analyzer,” or HIMA,
has been upgraded to track each real-life
player’s run, acceleration, deceleration,

turning, and jumping. The data is then plugged
into the game’s engine, which creates a more

realistic environment than previous FIFA
games. GameFlow, the team that designed the
new gameplay engine, has done a remarkable

job re-engineering that engine to better
capture the dynamics of a “football match,”
according to the game's executive producer,
Fabio Concato. “The engine allows us to now

build a more realistic, authentic game,”
Concato said. “It allows us to have a more

integrated player. You can have very realistic,
video-game-like, physics surrounding a football
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player, but have a more human behavior of a
footballer.” For example, in FIFA 18, you could
run at a defender but he would perform a fake
shot to get the ball out of your path. You could

kick the ball away and the player would
suddenly move to a new position on the field.
“With the engine, when you step forward, the

player can turn in the same direction you
turned,” Concato said. “And as you run, the
player can run in the same direction as you

are. So if you kick the ball, the player will jump
and spin, and then run in the direction you ran.

So you can have the player start in one
position on the field, and when he runs, he will
always run in the same direction. If he is on the

left, he will move to the right; if he is on the
left, he will move to the left. We don't want a
player running 50-yards in a direction, then
change his direction,” he said. “We want a

player running in a circle. Because we have the
great players, we want them to have a great,

authentic behavior. So it is impossible to
control them. They are moving in a real

dynamic.” Other ways the team has changed
the game is by recording player movement.
For example, players now leap five meters

when they score a goal. All the data is
gathered through the use of wearable tech,
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which is used in real-life sports to create a
more realistic game. Concato said all the

player data is captured via �

Features Key:

Goalkeepers – Become the best in the world with improved goalkeepers with more
focus on movement and decision making.
Improved Squad Management – Free up squad spots as you build your dream team
with a new Squad Management system that allows you to select from up to 24 players
from 30 player roles plus show the players’ compatibility using a new mentality tool.
New Tactical Actions – Push the boundaries in tactical skills using the most advanced
tactical AI ever in FIFA.
Best in the World Ultimate Team – Equip your real-life team with your dream squad and
step into the shoes of legendary footballing icon Cristiano Ronaldo as you face your
rivals in the new Global Series.
New Player Movements – Take control of the ball using all-new player movement
mechanics, predict opponents’ attacks, shoot and tackle
Enhanced Ball Physics – Control the football world with new player and ball physics on
FIFA Ultimate Team.
Improved Atmosphere – Hear the magic of 90,000 fans in your next game with
customizable atmospheres for all areas in the stadiums.
Enhanced Social Feed – Share highlights with your friends and rivals using new social
features, including broadcasting clips on Twitter, Stream Team Online or aiming to
compete in the #lionheart challenge.
The Journey – Progress through your campaigns and see your marker soar to the
number one ranking as you become the ultimate footballing superstar.
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innovation? What's New in FIFA? Why players
want the ball? Sudden death? Using AI and

intelligent coaching in FIFA Ultimate Team AI
approach game planning AI behaviours can be
re-set by coaches in UTV Underdog mentality
in UTV and DIVA Match fixing in UTV and DIVA

Supposed power balance in UTV and DIVA
Overweight players can be set to be normal or

thinner Thinner players can be set to be
normal or overweight Overweight players can
be set to be stronger than normal Thin players
can be set to be stronger than normal Sudden

death? Using AI and intelligent coaching in FIFA
Ultimate Team AI approach game planning AI
behaviours can be re-set by coaches in UTV
Underdog mentality in UTV and DIVA Match

fixing in UTV and DIVA Supposed power
balance in UTV and DIVA Overweight players
can be set to be normal or thinner Thinner

players can be set to be normal or overweight
Overweight players can be set to be stronger

than normal Thin players can be set to be
stronger than normal Sudden death? Using AI
and intelligent coaching in FIFA Ultimate Team
AI approach game planning AI behaviours can

be re-set by coaches in UTV Underdog
mentality in UTV and DIVA Match fixing in UTV
and DIVA Supposed power balance in UTV and
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FIFA Ultimate Team is back with more ways to
play, more packs to buy, and more ways to

customize your gameplay. Over 125 million in
packs including Ronaldo, Neymar, and other
Ultimate Team superstars are now available,
plus even more special items, cards, kits, and
player faces, all designed to make you FIFA 22
Ultimate Team. New ways to play make each
game unique, whether you’re a rank-and-file

soccer fan or a seasoned expert. Whether
you’re playing on a console or PC, or kicking
the ball around with friends on the road, FIFA

Ultimate Team is the one-of-a-kind soccer
experience that allows you to create a squad of
your favorite footballers and compete in online

matches or offline 5-a-side challenges and
tournaments. Play as the manager and guide a

team of Pro Clubs and players around the
world while you expand your game with an
extended range of training techniques and

tactics. Or take the helm as a player, compete
against the computer or other players online

and customize your gameplay through various
plays and techniques. Create a legendary FIFA
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squad of footballers, and dominate the
competition. GOAL UNLIMITED – With more
ways to score and open up more scoring
opportunities than ever before, you’ll be

rewarded for creativity, whether you get in at
the near post or blast a sweet shot into the top
corner. Dynamic new AI sees attackers moving
into open spaces and accelerating with every

challenge or shot, while maintaining
composure in tight spaces. Better finishing

could be the difference between a goal and a
big miss. GAMEPLAY Check out this new, in-

depth tactical view of the pitch where you can
plan your attacks, or see where your

opponents want to attack and how they could
stop you. Utilize the new camera view to create
space and separate the defender for attacking
runs. New and improved cross-can be used to

pass and score, and the new small screen
display gives you additional information, like
under-hit shots and crosses into the box. Get
the best view of the action from the sideline

and enjoy the new Maneuvering camera view.
AI WING – Defender can now come off their line

and challenge you where they’re standing.
Defenders won’t move out of position in risky

challenges, and will retreat or fall back to
“safety” positions when they’re under
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pressure. Watch for defenders calling for the
ball to pull off of their

What's new:

Wii U exclusive modes
New Player Concept: in the new Player Concept you
play as the head of a young amateur player, create
your player from scratch and train him to become an
elite star. Play against your training partners and
compete for points. It will be possible to create a pitch
and change the actual playing surface to make your
stars perform better or to provide an out of the pitch
training area to practice free kicks.
Unique Players: With new exclusive licenses you will be
able to add even more playing styles and unique
talents to your squad. What's in the New Clubs Pack
01:
Assisted Touches: In FIFA 22 you can make solo assists
and penalty assists. These situations are already best
with other FIFA players, giving your teammates an
extra chance to score
Defensive Tech: FIFA players react differently from
direct corner kicks. Now when you kick the ball with
feint you can watch your player defensive counters
Signed-up Television Partners: Get the looks and
attitude of your friends by sharing them in social
media. Get invites from your friends and see the
correct invites while they are shared.
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FIFA is the world’s best-selling sports
video game franchise, with more than 50
million copies sold to date and more than
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5.7 million players in the most recent
quarter. The series is the biggest sports
title ever launched by EA. The franchise

generated $1.8 billion in revenue in 2013,
and has sold over 275 million copies

across PC, mobile, and Xbox
360/PlayStation 3 since debuting in 1998.
What started as a series of sports titles
on Nintendo consoles now includes Xbox

One, PS4, mobile, and even VR. The
franchise has appeared on every console

and handheld generation, spanning
arcade, PlayStation, and even Nintendo
64. FIFA is a massive global franchise,

with more than 25 official licensed
partners. FIFA is the most popular sports

video game franchise and the world's
best-selling sports video game series.
From its release on the Nintendo 64 in

August of 1998 until the launch of FIFA 14
in September 2012, the FIFA series has
sold over 100 million units worldwide.
FIFA 14, the most recent entry in the

series, was released in September 2012
and sold over 30 million units worldwide
within its first three weeks of release.

The FIFA series was the best-selling video
game franchise for 2013 in the U.S. and
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the U.K. What Is FIFA Ultimate Team? FUT
was developed by a separate team from
the rest of the FIFA games. FUT offers an
entirely new experience centered around
collecting players. FUT is your gateway

into a true in-depth collection of ultimate
fantasy players. Collect cards by creating
your own Ultimate Team. As you progress
through the game, gain new cards as you
acquire experience points. Developed by
a separate team from the rest of the FIFA

games, FUT offers an entirely new
experience centered around collecting

players. The goal of FUT is to build your
dream team through building your club

and buying and selling players. You start
with nothing and must buy and sell

players to build your squad. From there,
you’ll compete against friends, other

teams and players around the world. In
January 2017, a new iteration of the
popular game, FIFA Ultimate Team®,

launched for the Xbox One video game
system and Windows PC, bringing the rich
world of football to a brand new audience
and providing players with an expansive

range of soccer content that includes Live
Events, Training, and Online Seasons and
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Leagues. While Ultimate Team has only
been available on Microsoft platforms for

over a year, more
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